Heterochronic control of AFF-1-mediated cell-to-cell fusion in C. elegans.
In normal development cell fusion is essential for organ formation and sexual reproduction. The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has become an excellent system to study the mechanisms and developmental functions of cell-to-cell fusion. In this review we focus on the heterochronic regulation of cell fusion. Heterochronic genes control the timing of specific developmental events in C. elegans. The first microRNAs discovered were found as mutations that affect heterochronic development and cell-cell fusions. In addition numerous heterochronic transcription factors also control specific cell fusion events in C. elegans. We describe what is known about the heterochronic regulation of cell fusion of the epidermal seam cells. The fusogen AFF-1 was previously shown to mediate the fusion of the lateral epidermal seam cells. Here we provide evidence supporting the model in which LIN-29, the heterochronic Zinc-finger transcription factor that controls the terminal fusion of the seam cells, stimulates AFF-1 expression in the seam cells before they fuse. Therefore, the heterochronic gene LIN-29 controls AFF-1-mediated cell-cell fusion as part of the terminal differentiation program of the epidermal seam cells.